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Abstract
Nostalgia is a complex emotional state that the individual produces when he is
missing the past. It has a close relationship with subjective well-being. Studies
have shown that nostalgia can construct a sense of life and social support that
promotes more emotional and emotional satisfaction and enhances subjective
well-being. By combing the past literature, this paper analyzes the influence of
nostalgia on subjective well-being from the perspectives of emotional happiness and life satisfaction, and further elaborates its mechanism of action. The
article concludes with a prospect for future research.
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1. Introduction
In psychology research, nostalgia is a complex emotional state that individuals
experience when they think about the past. It is a ubiquitous emotional experience (Sedikides, Wildschut, & Baden, 2004; Sedikides, Wildschut, Arndt, &
Routledge, 2006; Barrett, Grimm, Robins, Wildschut, Sedikides, & Janata, 2010).
Nostalgia has many important physiological and psychological effects: increase
creativity, relieve pain, increase positive emotions, ease negative emotions, increase self-esteem and sense of life, increase social support, etc. (van Tilburg, Sedikides, & Wildschut, 2015; Zhou, Wildschut, Sedikides, Chen, & Vingerhoets,
2012; Bryant, Smart, & King, 2005; Wildschut, Sedikides, Arndt, & Routledge,
2006). The emotional experience is an important component of subjective
well-being (Diener, 1984), an increase in self-esteem and sense of life (Baumeister, Campbell, Krueger, & Vohs, 2003) and an increase in social support
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(Chu, Saucier, & Hafner, 2010) can improve subjective well-being. It can be seen
that nostalgia is inextricably linked to subjective well-being (Routledge, Wildschut, Sedikides, & Juhl, 2013). Defining the influence of nostalgia on subjective
well-being and its mechanism of action is conducive to society, enterprises and
individuals to improve their subjective well-being and create a good social atmosphere through nostalgic methods. Therefore, in order to provide theoretical
support for improving the subjective well-being of individuals, and provide
guidance for practice. This article will explain the impact and the psychological
mechanisms behind the nostalgia and subjective well-being by combing through
the past literature.

2. The Influence of Nostalgia on Subjective Well-Being
2.1. The Influence of Nostalgia on Emotional Happiness
Emotional experience is an important component of emotional well-being in
subjective well-being. It can be divided into positive and negative emotions.
Emotional happiness is the balance between these two emotional experiences.
Positive emotions increase people’s sense of well-being and negative emotions
decrease. Human happiness. In simple terms, emotional well-being is the difference between positive and negative emotions that people experience. Higher
emotional happiness is composed of more positive emotions and lower negative
emotions (Keyes, 2013).
There is a close relationship between nostalgia and positive emotions. The research of Wildschut et al. (2006) found that the content narrative of nostalgic
stories contains more positive factors. Compared with those who recalled their
daily experiences in the past, those who recalled their nostalgic experiences reported more positive emotions, and their perceptions of the past were more positive, and they included more positives in narratives of nostalgia. Sexual factors.
This shows that nostalgia is a store of positive emotions. It can store the positive
emotions experienced by individuals in previous experiences in a timely manner
and provide them with resources for positive emotions in future memories. In
the study of Hepper et al. (2012), participants were asked to list words that could
accurately represent nostalgic characteristics. The words associated with positive
emotions (consolation/warmth, calm/relaxation) appeared most frequently. Similarly, if the participants in the nostalgic group and the control group were allowed to write a nostalgic event or an ordinary event in life during the experiment, all subjects were then asked to complete the emotion test scale, and the
content analysis method was used to test the events written by the participants
after the experiment. The analysis showed that the contents of the nostalgic
events written by the participants were mostly positive. Compared with the control group participants, the nostalgic group participants had a higher level of
positive emotions. The above studies show that nostalgia can promote the development of positive emotions, increase people’s positive emotions, and increase emotional happiness. A recent study successfully inspired the nostalgic
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2018.97102
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feelings of the participants through specific topical websites (such as asking participants to read short messages sent by others to those who had ever loved ones;
watching the images of individuals holding past photos). It was found that nostalgia promoted the positive emotions of the participants (Cox, Kersten, Routledge, Brown, & Van Enkevort, 2015).
In addition, Wildschut et al. (2006) explored the relationship between nostalgia and negative emotions, suggesting that nostalgia does not alleviate negative
emotions. In the study, they were randomly divided into nostalgic group and
control group. The nostalgic group was nostalgic by letting the participants imagine nostalgic situations and recalling nostalgic events; the control group described ordinary events that occurred in the previous week, and then let all be
Try to score on the emotional scale, the results show that the scores of positive
emotions of the nostalgic group and the control group were significantly different, but the negative emotion score, although the nostalgic group was slightly
lower than the control group, but did not reach a significant level, so they think
Nostalgia can only play a role in enhancing positive emotions and does not have
the effect of alleviating negative emotions. In the study of Cox et al. (2015), it
was found that compared with the participants in the control group, the nostalgia inspired by other people’s situation was not significantly different in the negative emotional dimensions measured by the PANAS scale, indicating that nostalgia does not relieve negative emotions. However, Wildschut, Sedikides, &
Cordaro (2011) found that nostalgic means such as encouraging older people to
talk about what happened in the past, watching old photos and collecting commemorative items, listening to old songs, etc., can promote more conversations
between the elderly and the intervenors, effectively preventing Or reduce depression, also increase overall subjective well-being. So nostalgia can ease negative emotions? What causes the difference in results? It is worth noting that the
state of nostalgia is used in the above studies, and Juhl, Routledge, Arndt, Sedikides, & Wildscht (2010) explore the relationship between nostalgic tendencies
(stale nostalgia) and death anxiety. Among them, the Southampton Nostalgia
Scale (SNS) was used to measure the nostalgic tendencies of the subjects, and the
scores were divided into high nostalgia tendency group and low nostalgia tendency group according to the score level, and then they were randomly assigned
to the experimental group (death highlight group, “A brief description of what
your emotions are when you think about your own death?”) and the control
group (Pain highlights the group, “Short description, when you think of your
own severe pain, how is your mood?”) Finally measure their anxiety about death.
The results showed that under the low nostalgic tendency, the death anxiety in
the experimental group was significantly higher than that in the control group;
under the high nostalgic tendency, there was no significant difference in the
death anxiety level between the experimental group and the control group, indicating that the high nostalgia level can reduce the anxiety caused by death. Nostalgia has the effect of relieving anxiety. At the same time, studies in recent years
have found that for those who are habitually anxious, nostalgia can not only reDOI: 10.4236/psych.2018.97102
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lieve anxiety, but also increase anxiety (Verplanken, 2012).
Why does nostalgia have such different effects on negative emotions? We believe that the nature of nostalgia itself, especially the difference between state
nostalgia and nostalgia, may play an important role in it. Previous studies are
often more induced by state nostalgia. Research on nostalgia for traits is not
deep enough, nostalgia for state and nostalgia for special qualities. The difference between the two needs further discussion. In addition, there are still many
inconsistencies in the nostalgia of different natures for specific negative emotions, such as anxiety and depression. It is necessary to pay special attention to
the negative emotions measured in studies that have concerns for old negative
emotions, including depression, Anxiety specific negative emotions, but also the
overall negative emotions, the results of the difference is due to the measurement
of different content? On the other hand, more studies have focused on the elderly population. Older people have their unique psychological characteristics,
but negative emotions such as depression and anxiety also exist in other age
groups. In the future, different age groups can be further strengthened. The
group’s nostalgic influence on depression, anxiety, and other negative emotions
should distinguish between negative and specific negative emotions.

2.2. The Influence of Nostalgia on Life Satisfaction
Studies have found that nostalgia plays an important role in improving the life
satisfaction of older people. Wildschut et al. (2011) found that the elderly’s nostalgia was started by watching old photos and souvenirs and listening to old
songs. At the same time, negative emotions also improve the life satisfaction of
the elderly, which in turn improves the overall subjective well-being. At the same
time, Gao, Feng, Yuan, & He (2011) explored the influence of psychological interventions of nostalgic groups on depression symptoms and life satisfaction of
elderly people in the community, and used the GDS screen for elderly people in
the community. Ninety-six community elderly patients with mild to moderate
depressive symptoms were randomly divided into intervention and control
groups according to their community. The control group received regular community health education. The intervention group performed a 6-week nostalgic
group psychological intervention. The GDS score and life satisfaction index A
scale were compared between the two groups before the start of the intervention
and at the end of the 6-week intervention. (LSIA) score. The results showed that
the score of GDS in the intervention group after psychological intervention was
lower than that before the intervention and the control group, and the LSIA
score was higher than that before the intervention and the control group. This
shows that the psychological intervention of the nostalgic group helps to alleviate the depressive symptoms of the elderly in the community and improve
their life satisfaction.
Why nostalgia can improve the elderly’s life satisfaction, and then increase the
subjective well-being? Butler’s life review theory believes that human development exists in all stages of life. The memories of past events in old age (ie, nosDOI: 10.4236/psych.2018.97102
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talgia) can be seen as an important asset in life, which makes individuals more
widely available. The growth of meaning achieves the effect of improving life satisfaction (Cook, 1998; Webster, Bohlmeijer, & Westerhof, 2010). However, studies have found that nostalgia can not only improve the life satisfaction of the
elderly, but also have an important role for other adults. The study of Cox et al.
(2015) stimulated nostalgic subjects to score significantly more in life satisfaction than the control group. This means that nostalgia provides individual life
satisfaction. The theory of life review explains well the reasons why nostalgia
raises the life satisfaction of older people, but how does one explain the influence
of nostalgia on individual life satisfaction in other age groups? Does nostalgic
content (such as positive or negative) or nostalgic nature (nostalgic nostalgia and
state nostalgia) have different effects on individual’s life satisfaction? We believe
that the impact of nostalgia on life satisfaction is not only related to the content
of nostalgia itself, but also closely related to the individual’s assessment of nostalgic content. When nostalgia focuses on reliance on past experiences, and can
confidently face the current life, Nostalgia is related to the improvement of life
satisfaction. If this is indeed the case, further exploration is needed.
In summary, it can be found that nostalgia has an important influence on the
positive components of subjective well-being of individuals, negative emotions,
and life satisfaction. Existing research shows that nostalgia promotes the improvement of individual positive emotions. Hepper et al. (2012) explained the
nostalgic psychology using Prototypical Conceptions. Hepper et al. believe that
nostalgic prototypes include central features (such as happiness, longing, thoughts,
etc.) and marginal features (regret, sadness, pain, etc.), and that the more central
features included in a person’s nostalgic concept, nostalgia are The greater the
positive effect. The results of a recent cross-cultural study also show that more
than 1000 participants from 18 different cultures use the same way of thinking
about nostalgia, and they show high consistency when ranking 35 nostalgic features. Individuals in all countries are more likely to rank central features as nostalgic prototypes compared to marginal features (Hepper et al., 2014). But
whether or not nostalgia can effectively relieve negative emotions and why it can
improve life satisfaction has not been well explained. So, what is the mechanism
of nostalgia for subjective well-being?

3. The Mechanism of Nostalgia Affecting Subjective
Well-Being
The self-conscious emotions proposed by Tracy and Robins (2004) can explain
the mechanism of nostalgia’s subjective well-being to a certain extent. The
so-called self-consciousness emotion depends on the emotional experience induced by self-consciousness and social environment. In addition to the basic
emotions of anger and sadness, human beings also have emotions such as pride,
guilt, and shame. The development and effects of these emotions have certain
differences for different groups of people. Self-consciousness can regulate social
behavior. At the same time, nostalgia is generally considered as a kind of emoDOI: 10.4236/psych.2018.97102
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tional connection with the self (Vess, Arndt, Routledge, Sedikides, & Wildschut,
2012; Batcho, 2013; Routledge et al., 2013). behavior. Self-consciousness emotions mainly involve two important dimensions of self and social relations
(Hepper et al., 2014). Therefore, we believe that: the impact of nostalgia on subjective well-being mainly through two aspects, one is the self-related factors,
such as the meaning of life. The other is social relations, such as social support.

3.1. Nostalgic Construct the Meaning in Life
Human beings are creatures that need meaningful construction. Studies have
shown that people will take multiple paths to make their lives meaningful (Sedikides et al., 2004). The meaning of life is usually considered to be the most basic
psychological resource to cope with the actual anxiety and stress. It is a symbol
of high quality of life. It is an important symbol of healthy mental function that
senses that life is full of meaning (Updegraff, Cohen Silver, & Holman, 2008). In
general, people with a high sense of life can better cope with stressful events in
life. They have a higher subjective well-being than people with a low sense of life
(Park, 2010). Studies have shown that the purpose of life and the meaning of life
can influence well-being at all stages of life (from juvenile to old age) (Zika &
Chamberlain, 1992).
Nostalgia, as a desire to return to the past, is a resource for perceiving and
maintaining a sense of life (Juhl et al., 2010; Routledge, Arndt, Sedikides, &
Wildschut, 2008; Routledge et al., 2011). Since nostalgic memories involve the
precious life experience between subjects and other intimate individuals, nostalgia may promote the perception of life meaning through this important experience (Routledge, Wildschut, Sedikides, & Juhl, 2013). Routledge et al. (2011)
evoked nostalgia through the lyrics and asked participants to write three lyrics
that could evoke their nostalgia. The result was that there was a significant correlation between high-level nostalgia and a high level of sense of life, which successfully triggered nostalgia for the participants. After the emotions (presenting
nostalgic lyrics or memories of nostalgia), the nostalgic group scored significantly higher on the Prescence of Meaning in Life subscale than the control
group (presenting ordinary lyrics or imagining the future). Subjects. At the same
time, when people perceive that their own lives have a higher sense of meaning,
they will reduce the pursuit of meaning. This also shows that nostalgia can make
people perceive a higher sense of life and reduce the pursuit of meaning of life.
When the meaning of life feels a threat, people also tend to use more nostalgia to
ease the decline of sense of meaning. Based on this, Routledge, Wildschut, Sedikides, Juhl, & Arndt (2012) further showed that they were compared Thinking
about recent positive experiences or expected future experiences, nostalgia will
give participants a stronger sense of meaning. Nostalgic memories may be an
important source of meaning for people’s lives. From the above studies, it can be
seen that individuals with a high sense of life tend to think that their own lives
are more meaningful and have a higher degree of satisfaction with their own
lives. This is the impact on subjective well-being. Nostalgia is a source of life
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2018.97102
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meaning, and this sense of life can bring people a higher happiness experience.
Therefore, the effect of nostalgia on subjective well-being can be achieved
through the enhancement of sense of life.

3.2. Nostalgia Enhances Social Support
Influencing subjective well-being by enhancing social support is another way of
nostalgia for subjective well-being. Social support refers to all forms of help that
a person feels from family members, friends, neighbors, and others, including
objectively visible practical support (material direct assistance and social networks, the existence and participation of group relations), and Subjective experience of emotional support (individuals are respected in society, supported,
understood emotional experience and satisfaction). Social support is an important external resource that can be used by individuals. It can provide people with
material or information help, increase people’s sense of joy and belonging, improve people’s self-esteem and self-confidence, and when people face stressful
life events. At the same time, it can also prevent or alleviate the stress response,
thereby increasing positive emotions and suppressing the generation of negative
emotions and preventing the decrease of subjective well-being (Barrera, Sandler,
& Ramsay, 1981). Social support is an important influencing factor of subjective
well-being. It is positively related to positive emotions. Individuals can obtain a
higher sense of well-being only if they receive various social supports (Mogilner,
2010; Chu et al., 2010). Different aspects of social support also have different effects on subjective well-being: actual support obtained and expectations for
support can predict life satisfaction, embedding family and providing support
can predict positive emotions, and expecting support can predict negative emotions (Siedlecki, Salthouse, Oishi, & Jeswani, 2014). Individuals with good social
support generally have higher subjective well-being, life satisfaction, positive
emotions, and lower negative emotions (Meehan, Durlak, & Bryan, 1993).
Nostalgia, as a complex emotional experience, is also a strategy for enhancing
social support (Hart, Sedikides, Wildschut, Arndt, Routledge, & Vingerhoets,
2011). Nostalgia usually occurs in a social context in which individuals place
themselves in and recall those important people and the important things that
happen with them. In this process, individuals can regain important relationships, increase their connections with society, feel more love and protection
from society, and gain a sense of belonging, feeling that they are not isolated in
this society. Instead, it is in a wide range of strong social support (Wildschut et
al., 2006; Wildschut, Sedikides, Routledge, & Arndt, 2010). Social support is an
important factor affecting subjective well-being. Higher social support can place
individuals in a wide range of social connections. It plays a crucial role in improving individuals’ positive emotions and life satisfaction, as well as reducing
negative emotions. The important role of nostalgia is to have a positive effect on
subjective well-being through this enhanced effect on social support.
Existing research shows that nostalgia can have a positive impact on subjective
well-being through ways such as improving self-esteem, constructing a sense of
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2018.97102
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life, and enhancing social support. According to the self-conscious emotions
proposed by Tracy and Robins (2004), we think that nostalgia is also a selfexperiment that is closely related to self, affecting subjective well-being through
two major aspects of self and social relations. Different dimensions. If nostalgia
promotes subjective well-being through the meaning of life, self-esteem, and social support, then in addition to this, whether other self and social relationships
play a role, such as gratitude as a positive personality trait or life orientation also
exists universally, thanksgiving in nostalgia What is the role of subjective
well-being?

4. Research Prospects
At present, a separate study of nostalgia and subjective well-being has yielded
rich results. It is generally believed that nostalgia is a universal and complex
emotional experience. Subjective well-being is a subjective measure of the quality
of individual life that includes emotional and cognitive components index. Although studies have shown that nostalgia has a direct or indirect impact on subjective well-being (Cox, Kersten, Routledge, Brown, & Van Enkevort, 2015), how
does nostalgia affect subjective well-being, emotional well-being and life satisfaction? What is the psychological mechanism that nostalgia affects subjective
well-being? At present, no clear conclusion has been drawn. The next phase of
nostalgic research on subjective well-being can also be explored in the following
areas:
1) Nostalgia influences subjective well-being through other paths of self and
social relationships. In addition to the above-mentioned factors such as selfesteem, meaning of life, and social support that play an important role in the
impact of nostalgia on subjective well-being, whether or not gratitude plays an
important role in the impact of nostalgia on subjective well-being has not yet
been clearly addressed. Gratitude is an individual’s positive personality traits or
life orientation. Studies have shown that gratitude has a wide range of adaptive
functions, and in particular it can uniquely predict individual well-being (Emmons & McCullough, 2003; Froh, Yurkewicz, & Kashdan, 2009; Wood, Joseph,
& Maltby, 2009). Individuals who are grateful are happy. Compared with individuals who are not grateful, they experience more positive emotions (satisfaction, happiness, hope) and less negative emotions (jealousy, depression, etc.),
and they control the Big Five personality and social appreciating effects. Afterwards, thanksgiving still has a significant predictive effect, indicating that gratitude has a unique effect on these indicators (Watkins, Woodward, Stone, &
Kolts, 2003). It can be seen that gratitude is positively correlated with subjective
well-being, which also provides a strong theoretical basis for nostalgia to improve subjective well-being through gratitude, but at present, there is no experimental data support, and future research can further explore gratitude in nostalgia. Subjective well-being affects the mediating role.
2) Pay attention to nostalgic application research. From previous studies, it
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2018.97102
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can be seen that the existing nostalgia treatment is mainly targeted at the elderly
(especially those with senile dementia and elderly patients with depression).
Through the nostalgic intervention to achieve the effect of relieving depression,
it will improve life satisfaction and subjective well-being. However, a large
number of studies have shown that nostalgia is an emotional experience that
prevails in all populations. At the same time, nostalgia also has an important role
in increasing social support and improving the sense of life. Can this be depression (mainly characterized by a sense of nonessential life)? Does the treatment
help? Does the nostalgic effect of relieving anxiety provide advice for the treatment of anxiety? In this rapidly developing and stress-increasing society, depression and anxiety disorders have become high-prevalence diseases among the
young and middle-aged groups. Through the study of the treatment of depression and anxiety disorders in nostalgia, it is an effective way for the improvement
of the well-being experience of various groups of people.
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